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ABOUT THE FINANCIAL TIMES
The Financial Times (FT) provides readers with award-winning reporting and insight from over
600 journalists around the globe. The FT’s in-depth coverage of international news is organized
according to the region, industry sector or financial market in which you are interested and is
complemented by award-winning comment and analysis.
Reading the FT will broaden students’ knowledge of international issues and cultures. With the
introduction of the annotation tool, FT Newslines, professors will be able to recommend articles to
read, add context to classroom theory, as well as communicate with a network of other
professors and students.
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FT HIGHLIGHTS FOR STUDENTS AND PROFESSORS
Lex: The Lex column is the oldest and arguably the most influential business and finance column
of its kind in the world. It helps readers make better investment decisions by highlighting key
emerging risks and opportunities. http://www.ft.com/intl/lex

Blogs: FT.com publishes a large number of blogs written by FT journalists. The two most popular
blogs are Alphaville (http://ftalphaville.ft.com/), a financial markets blog, and beyondbrics
(http://blogs.ft.com/beyond-brics), a blog on emerging markets which allows readers to filter news
and comment by 40+ developing countries.
.
Lexicon: Lexicon is the FT’s definitive glossary of economic, financial and business terms and
phrases. It is updated weekly by FT journalists and business school professors.
http://lexicon.ft.com/

Management: The Management section of FT.com delivers insight into management ideas and
practice, the personalities behind the world’s biggest businesses and the trends that are changing
the way we work. http://www.ft.com/intl/management

Special Reports: The Financial Times produces over 20 special reports each month, providing
readers with practical business information on the issues, trends and events affecting different
countries and industries. http://www.ft.com/intl/reports

In Depth: In depth brings together all content relating to major topics or events in the news. In
depth is the perfect place to find all articles, blogs, videos and charts relating to an important
story or theme, allowing you to keep up to date on new developments.
http://www.ft.com/intl/indepth
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NEWSLINES – HOW TO ANNOTATE ARTICLES
FT Newslines is a tool created by the Financial Times to allow professors to annotate articles.
Newslines can be used by professors to communicate complex ideas with students and can raise
one’s profile within the academic community. Professors and students from over 60 schools
around the world have access to this tool and form the ‘Newslines Community’. Professors and
students from any school can both read and vote for annotations, allowing professors to
showcase their expertise and raise their public profile. Professors can write public annotations,
annotations just for their class, or private annotations. Students can comment on the annotations
and write private annotations. Please note that FT Newslines (the ability to annotate) is currently
not available via FT apps.

Creating an annotation: You can make an annotation on any article, blog post or interactive
chart by clicking on the blue ‘Annotate+’ button at the right of the screen:
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This opens the annotate tab and allows you to create your annotation. Click on ‘Add your own
annotation’:

You can either annotate the entire article, or select a specific paragraph by clicking on the
paragraph:
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Choosing the audience: Next, you can choose who can read your annotation by selecting from
the dropdown menu ‘Make this visible to’:
A. Myself: private annotations that are only visible to yourself, e.g., making notes to refer
back to at a later date.
B. Members of ‘my organisation’: annotations visible to other professors and students at
your organisation. This feature could be used to make annotations that are only relevant
to your students, e.g. “This article illustrates the theory we discussed in Wednesday’s
class.” Also you can highlight specific points of a story to your students that may help
them with their exams and projects, etc.
Please note that at this time, FT Newslines does not have the ability for professors to
annotate for their students exclusively.
C. Everyone: these annotations are visible to the public, meaning the “Newslines
community”, i.e. Professors and students from over 60 schools globally. If you are a
professor, your default setting is "Everyone". Only professors can annotate articles for the
'Newslines community' in order to ensure the quality of annotations is kept at a high level.
Tagging the annotation: Tagging allows other users of Newslines to find relevant
annotations. Other users can search for annotations by topic, so tagging will ensure that your
comments appear in that list. In order to tag an article, start typing the topic it relates to in the
box “Tag your annotation with”. As you start typing, a list of options will appear, and you can
select the tag that is most relevant.
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If you cannot find the right tag in the dropdown list, you can create a new tag. If this tag is useful
to the rest of the Newslines community (i.e. other professors can use the same tag) then this will
be made public by the FT editorial team.

Click “+Create Annotation’ to complete the process!
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CREATING YOUR PUBLIC ANNOTATORS PROFILE
Professors’ public profile will be visible to all FT.com users and can be a good way to
demonstrate expertise and experience.
To activate your profile, please contact b2bproductconsultants@ft.com with the following:
•

A photo with copyright credit

•

Biography including current role, professional background, area of interest, qualification

You will be informed when your profile goes live. To view your profile, go to
http://www.ft.com/newslines/profile

HOW STUDENTS FOLLOW YOUR ANNOTATIONS
In order for students to read FT articles and annotations, they too must have access to FT.com.
Please forward the instructions outlined in ‘Creating an account’.
Students can follow your annotations by visiting their Newslines dashboard – newslines.ft.com.
(Professors can also use this site to find annotations from other professors).
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Students can see annotations from their professors on the ‘From your professors’ tab:

Students can set their preferences on the ‘People and tags you follow’ tab, so they can follow
particular professors or topics. Students can use a combination of professor name and tag in their
search term to filter the professor’s annotations:
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To read the annotation, students must click on the article and open the annotate tab:

Once they have read the annotation, students can choose to ‘Follow’ that professor (1) (add them
to their dashboard), vote for the annotation (2), or comment on the article (3). The comments take
the same visibility setting as the annotation, which is indicated on the annotation.

A summary of instructions for students can be found here: http://education.ft.com/resources/userguides/
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CREATING A READING LIST
The FT.com Clippings tool can be used to create a reading list of both annotated and nonannotated articles. Watch the videos at the following links to find out how to clip articles and
share them with colleagues or students: http://help.ft.com/tools-services/clippings/

Once you have created your Clippings lists, students can add them to their Newslines dashboard
by entering the customised URL of the lists into the ‘Your clippings’ tab. You can also just use
Clippings as a way to create a reading list for the class.
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